Astley Ainslie Hospital (AAH) Site – NHS Lothian Business Case & Masterplan
Historic Environment Scotland (HES) – Listed Buildings on the AAH Site
Introduction This Note summarises the 7 Listed Buildings on the AAH site, as at January 2017. For
each detailed Description and Statement of Special Interest refer to the HES website using the Listed
Building Reference (LB.....) number stated below. The National Grid Reference (NGR) for each
location is also stated below, as is also the Category and Date of Listing. The address of each Listed
feature is given by HES as “Astley Ainslie Hospital, 143 Grange Loan, Edinburgh”. The individual
HES Statement of Special Interest for each feature is quite short and is followed by a general history
of the site, which is the same in each case.
The Listed Buildings on the AAH site were all re-assessed in 2014 as part of the Scottish Futures
Trust Hospitals Review. They do not define the character or heritage value of the AAH site as a
whole and cannot take account of its landscape and open space value and many other historic and
architectural features of interest and importance. These include, for instance, the similar 1929 East
and West Pavilions and the 1933 designed Millbank Pavilion, all of which were assessed but not
considered suitable for listing by HES on 09/11/2016. For further general information on the AAH
site, see the Grange CACA, the note of the Grange Association 2005 Summer Walk, 2002 Planning
Brief, “Historic South Edinburgh” Vol 1 pp221-239 etc, “Buildings of Scotland: Edinburgh” p595-6..
LB52322 Bungalow: Consultants’ Office (Former Assistant Medical Superintendent’s House)
1932 single storey 5-bay C-plan neo-Georgian house with wide swept roof, located just to the north of
the Admin Block. Category C 10/12/2014. NGR: NT 25198 71471.
LB27310 North and South Lodges including Gatepiers and Railings
1930-32 pair of 2-storey 2-bay diagonally set neo-Georgian gatelodges at the Canaan Lane entrance,
linked by curving walls with late 17th C style gatepiers and railings. Category B 14/12/1970.
NGR: NT 25045 71260.
LB46192 Scientific Block
Located between and immediately to the north of the West and East Pavilions, this is a 1929 single
storey 15-bay symmetrical purpose-built hospital technical building, combining neo-Georgian and
modernist details. Category C 07/05/1999. NGR NT 25190 71226.
LB27324 St. Roque
Originally built as a residential villa it has been part of the AAH site since 1946 and is currently used
as offices and meeting rooms. Dating from 1850-2, with 1895 additions and alterations, St. Roque is
a 2-storey L-plan Italianate style suburban villa with distinctive 3-storey tower and linked service
wing, retaining its domestic character. (Garden fountain in previous Listing and dragon bench no
longer in situ in 2014 review.) Category B 30/03/1993. NGR NT 25388 71394.
LB46194 Garden Wall, incorporating carved panels, to the north of Millbank Pavilion
This is to the north of the Millbank Pavilion, a formal 1930s garden wall incorporates a niche
containing fragments of early 16th C stonework. Category C 07/05/1999. NGR NT 25108 71443.
LB 27317 Sentry Pavilions, including Gateposts, Railings and Gates
1932 pair of single storey square plan neo-Georgian sentry lodges, with late 17th C style locked gates
and railings, making an important contribution to the streetscape at the junction of Grange Loan and
Whitehouse Loan, with pedestrian access to the AAH site on the east side of the east Pavilion.
Category B 14/12/1970. NGR NT 25130 71533.
LB27303 Admin Block (Formerly Canaan House)
Dating from 1805, with additions 1877 & 1904, a 3/4 storey classical square-plan villa with later
additions, located in the centre of the site to the east of Millbank Pavilion. With a largely intact 19th C
interior, it is the earliest surviving building on the AAH site and one of the earliest houses in the
Grange. Category C 30/03/1993. NGR NT 25186 71405.

